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. MAGNETIC RECORDER FOR NUCLEAR PU~SE APPLICATION 

I. . INTRODUCTION 

Multi-channel core storage pulse. height analyzers have proven to 

. be. very. effective research tools, but because of. their relatively high cost, 

laboratories must utilize them as effectively as possihle in order to justify 

.. their ·purcha$e. The use o.f analog magnetic recording techniques for 

temporary or permanent storage of nuclear pulse information offers the 

potential of much more effective use of such analyzers. Magnetic storage 

should be particularly effective. for low level counting experiments and for 

· the recording of complex. coincident spectra. The tec:;:hnique is equally 

suitable for use with pulse height analyzers of both the single· and multi

discriminator variety. A brief review of the work.of the program is 

given, and comments on the use of a recording. system are included ... Work 

. on. recording of scintillation counter spectra has begun and is briefly dis

·cussed. 

II. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 

A. General Summary of Results 

Acc\lracies .in pulse analog recording systems can approach one 

percent unfier ideal conditions .. Two .factors limit the resolution which 

can be achieved, the uniformity of the characteristics of the mag1;1etic tape 

and proper head .to tape contact. A potential user of the technique has no 

control over the first problem; in that he can do. no more .than purchase 

the best a:vail~ble tape. With regard. to head to tape contact, the Joss in 

resolution which will be observed is dependent on the quality of the tape 

transport mec:;:hanism. The over-all loss in resolution is a combined effect 
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and when a high quality transport is used, the accuracies are essentially 

tape .l.imi ted. 

Difficulties in achieving uniform magnetic. tape properties fall 

_into two general categories, i.e.,_ maintaining uniform coating thickness and 

. the- ability. to place a homogeneous mixtu.re of binder and magnetic particles 

on the tape. When the magnetic coating is applied to the Mylar b.ase material, 

the total.thickness, base plus coating, is held constant so .that variations in 

base thickness result in corresponding c;:hanges in coating thickness. QuaUty 

control of the ·Mylar is suc;:h that both short terril and long variations in. thick

ness are present. W_ith regard to the magnetic coating, very careful control 

is required to obtain optimum results. Details pf the techniques of selection 

of particle size and. characteristics, method of mixing with the binder, and 

tape polishing are in the trade secret area so that only limited informCI.tion is 

Cl,.vailable . 

. For a given recorded. wavelength,. a .thickness of magnetic coating 

can be specified for which output is not dependent on-variations in coc:tting 

thickness. Attempts to take advantage ofthis effect were not successful_ 

because . .the recorded wavelength is fixed by other considerations; and the 

coating thickness required. is unreason9,bly large and. is not commercially 

available. 

Two different types. of pl9-yback systems have been investigated, i.e., 

velocity sens.itive and. flux sensitive plCI.yback. It originally appeared that the 

output of the .flux sens_itive system would_ be less sensitive to. variCI.tions in 

. tape speed. However, experimental results indicate that a properly equalized 

velocity system give .results compar~ble to those of a flux sensitive system. 
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B. Consideration in Pulse Recording 

~t is in order .to cons.ider the manner in which pulse spectra. q.re 

recorded on tape with a simple· analog recorc;ler. One difficulty encountered 

... is that conventional recording level .indicators cannot be U$ed. to establish 

the recording levels for pulses. As a. result, some proc.edure must be used 

to determine the amplitude of the pulse spectrum into the r.ecorcier to es-

. t~blish that it is at the proper .leveL . A well. designed recording system is 

linear over a range of approximately 300 to 1 in pulse amplitude .. For a 

given recorder and type of magnetic tape, it is possib~e to specify .the 

max;imum.input pulse height for linear operation. If a spectrum is recorded 

such .that its largest pulse height is considerably smaller. than the maximum 

. value, a Joss in dynamic range will resW,t. If a spec;:trum.with pulses. larger 

than the allowable maxim\:!,m value is recorded, non-,linearity of the upper re

gion. will be pre sent on pl<~.yback due to. tape characteristics. Since the 

dynamic range available is. not as large as might be desired,. _it is important 

to record pulses .in the required amplitude range. The problem is some

what analogous to. that of setting up a single <,:hannel pulse height analyzer 

to. cover a given. energy range,. except that the end result cannot be directly 

. observed at .the recorder outp\lt. 

One approach is to observe on an oscilloscope .the amplitude of the 

pulse spectrum being fed to the recorder. For example, .if the recorder 

were adjusted so that a 100 volt input pulse corresponded,. to-the upper end 

.of the linear range, the amplitude of input pulse spectrum could be adjusted 

so that the largest pulses of interest would. be slightly _less than. the 100 volt 

. val\le. It is perhaps preferable to use a pulse amplifier which would.over

·load at slightly above 100 .. volts, so that larger pulses would be clipped. before 
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recording instead of ultimately being recorded in a non-linear region. 

A second approach would- be to set up a calibrated system con

sisting of a scintillation counter, high voltage supply, pulse amplifier. and 

recorder. The high voltage and amplifier gain can be pre -adjusted to give 

a desired. energy calibration. It would. then be pos$ible to have a swit's;h 

with positions such as 0 - 0. 5 Mev, 0 - 1 Mev, 0 - 2 Mev, etc. This brings 

up the q~estion of whether the recording unit should contain the additional 

electronics. so that it is a. complete unit in itself. Such a. decision can be 

made by any group considering developmeil.t o.f a unit and Il.eed not effect .this 

program, however. 

A second consideration is one of determining the counting -rate: of 

the signal driving the recorder. In many experiments, the source-detector 

geometry can be controlled and it is wo:r:thwhile to adjust .the rate in order to 

achieve good tape utilization .. If a linear gate circuit is used in conjunction 

with the pulse stretcher, there is no particular problem with. high counting 

-rates other _than the normal ones due to pulse pile -up. However, some method 

. of pre -determining the pulse rate is in order, even if it is only a. visual ~heck 

. on an oscilloscope. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL- RESULTS 

Recording of scintillation counter spectra is no'.lll' beginning. A 

pulse stretcher-has been assembled which is linear for input pulses amplitudes 

to approximately 60 volts. Pulses from a scintillation counter are first am

plified with an Argonne type .A,-.61 pulse amplifier and then fed to the stretcher. 

The output of the stretcher is from a cathode follower, and suffi~ient ampli

tu4e is available so that the recording head can be driven constant current 

directly from .the cathode follower. The playback system .is of the· flux 
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sensitive variety, the output being fed to an Argonne type 256 pulse height 

analyzer. 

Altho1,1gh the signal to noise ratio of the present system is not 

optimum, .it wilt permit ver.ification of results predicted on the basis of 

. experimental considerations. In.addition, the. maintenance required to keep 

the recorder in proper mechanical operating cond.ition can. be better. evaluated. 

Complete details of this phase of the progrc:tm wil~ be included.in the next 

report. 

.IV. SUMMARY 

The accuracies whic;:h can be achieved in analog recording systems 

are for the most part tape limited. While reasonable variations in tape speed 

do not directly affect the accuracy, such variations result in improper tape 

tensioning, which in turn results in poor head. to tape contact. The quality of 

. the tape transport mechanism should be such that the error introduced by 

improper hec:td to tape contact is less .than tape errors. 

Some additional equipment is necessary in setting up a tape re

corder for a given experiment. The amplitude of the input pulse spectrum 

to the recorder should be adjusted for optimum value and .if possible, the 

An oscil-

l 

counting r.ate should be adjus,ted to. obtain good tape utilization 

·loscope. is probably adequate to satisfy· both conditions. _j 
Equipment for recording. and playback of scintillation counter 

spectra has been assembled, and experimental work is now .in progress. 

Detailed results of this wo.rk will. be included .. in the next report. 

Personnel thc:tt have contributed to the work described.in . .the 

report include J. J. Brophy, G. M. Burgwald,. R. M. Norton and C. A. Stone. 
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The data of the investigation are recorcied in ARF Logbooks C9307 and 

. C9304. 

Respectfully submitted, 

ARMOUR RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
of. Illinois Institute of Technology 

A~.~ 
G. M. Burgwald, 
Group Leader 
Nuclear Physics 

~4~ 
C. A. Stone, Supervisor 
Nuclear Physics Se.ction 
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